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Technical Datasheet 

Natura Plaster 

Flexible Decorative Plaster with Natural Mineral Finish  

 
Product Description: Flexible acrylic plaster intended for decoration and protection of 
exterior and interior walls. Creates a textured finish with an appearance resembling natural 
mineral finish, highly resistant to exterior weather conditions. Natura Plaster seals the building 
to prevent water penetration, but it also "breathes" (is permeable to water vapor). Thanks to its 
elasticity and texture, Natura Plaster hides cracks of up to 2 mm and conceals defects in the 
surface of new and existing walls. Natura Plaster meets the requirements of exterior wall 
plasters according to Israeli standard mark 1731 as well as the Israeli Green Label. The material 
comes in different texture finishes: G1 Fine finish, G2 medium roughness texture, G3roug 
texture. 

 

Typical Uses: Intended for newly plastered walls, cement and black spackled plaster as well 
as for smooth concrete surfaces. Can be also applied on existing paint after a proper surface 
preparation.  

 

Surface Preparation: Clean the surface well from dust, dirt and foreign material. Wash the 
wall with water and let it dry for at least 24 hours. Put one coat of a primer on: Bonding Primer 
(water-based) on a cement plaster or existing paint or Primer X (diluted with turpentine) on all 
other surfaces. Wait for at least 6 hours to let the primer thoroughly dry.  

 

Application:  

 
G1: Apply a coat of Natura Plaster using a metal trowel. Wait 4 hours and apply a second coat. 
Let dry for 10 minutes and then smooth the coat finish gently with a viscose sponge and with a 
steel trowel. Note: When applied on smooth interior walls, can be applied in one coat.  

 

G2: Apply the material in thickness of 3-4 mm, do not remove residue material. Let dry 10 
minutes when apply in summer or 30 minutes in winter and then smooth with a plastic or 
(stainless) steel trowel.  

 
G3: Apply a coat of material in thickness of 4 mm. Sand the finish with a plastic trowel as to 
obtain craters ("paths"). The direction and length of the movements will determine the depth 
and the sense of the paths.  

 
Do not apply if rain is expected within 72 hours. 
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Spread Rate:  
 

G1: 3 kg/m2. 9 sqm per pail of 26 kg 

G2: 4 kg/m2. 6.5 sqm per pail of 26 kg. 
G3: 4 kg/m2. 6.5 sqm per pail of 26 kg. 

 
The exact coverage depends on the surface roughness, desired texture as well as the 
professionalism of the plasterer.  

 

Dilution: Ready-to-use.  
 

Clean up: With water and soap immediately after use.  
 

Gloss Level: Matt.  
 

Colours: All shades of Nirlat colour fan.  
 

Dry time: Dry-to-touch: 3-4 hours. Completely dry: 72 hours. 
 

 Shelf-life and storage: 24 months in a cool, dry place.  
 

Packaging: 24 Kg. 
 

VOC (Volatile Organic Compounds): EU limit value for this product (Cat. A/l): 200 gr/l 

(2010). This product contains max 35.2 g/l VOC. 
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